STRONG, VERSATILE AND INTELLIGENT: SEBO AUTOMATIC X-SERIES

Pure Performance

THE SEBO AUTOMATIC X

RESPECTED WORLDWIDE

Professional users worldwide prefer SEBO, with good reason! Our success is due to our
innovative products and our strong focus on quality. Modern technology, state-of-the-art design
and consistent customer focus are found in all SEBO products. Try a SEBO Automatic X-Series
upright vacuum cleaner and you will be impressed by the outstanding cleaning power, its
first-class filtering system and, of course, ease of use.

POWERFUL, PRACTICAL AND EASY TO USE.
The SEBO design goes deeper than superficial styling. SEBO vacuum cleaners are
built to work. They are easy to maintain and simple to use.

Changing the filter
bag is simple and
clean - when the
bag is sealed, no
dust can escape.

Easy brush care - Removal
and maintenance of the
brush roller requires no
tools!

The entire machine is user friendly It can be disassembled in minutes
(no tools are necessary).
Finding and clearing blockages
has never been easier.

Ergonomic
Hand Grip

40-foot Cord

Crevice and
Upholstery Tools

On-Board Tools include the
Crevice Tool, Upholstery
Nozzle and Dusting Brush

Active wand
and flexible hose
with 8-foot reach

Carrying Handle
Practical
Hand Grip

Flat-to-the-Floor Profile

5.5 inches

THE SEBO AUTOMATIC X

OPTIONAL ATTACHMENTS

INTELLIGENT DESIGN

Turbo Brush - For stairs &
upholstery. Air-driven rotating
brush for small or awkward
areas. Part # 6179 DA
The electronic controls identify the
floor and the height of the carpet
nap, raising or lowering the brush
automatically.
Automatic Height Adjustment:
From Hard Floor to Carpet. The
SEBO automatic X-Series vacuum
cleaner is the most technically
advanced upright vacuum cleaner in
the world. Its ability to monitor the
resistance of the brush roller against
the floor allows it to raise or lower
the power head automatically to the
proper cleaning height. This guarantees optimal cleaning performance on
all types of carpet and flooring and
protects the floor from damage.
The Intelligent Design of the SEBO
automatic X ensures that the
cleaning of hard floors (as well as
carpets) is highly effective. The
sealing strip on the bottom of the
machine stops the kickback of dirt
and channels the airflow through the
remaining three sides, increasing the
cleaning performance.

The Electronic Control is the brain of the SEBO automatic X vacuums. Not only does it control the automatic
height adjustment, it is equipped with warning systems
and automatic shut-off capabilities that are designed to
alert the user to machine problems such as clogs, full bag
and brush obstructions.
Extension Hose (9 ft.) - When
connected to machine hose,
extends the reach to approx.
15 ft. Part # 1495 AM

Lifetime Belt Warranty. The reinforced toothed belt on
the SEBO automatic X-Series vacuums will not slip or
stretch resulting in a more efficient use of power and
should last the life of the machine.

THE SEBO AUTOMATIC X

Parquet Brush - For cleaning all
hard surface floors.
Part # 1359 DG

Straight Tube - The 20-inch
SEBO straight tube can be fitted
to the active wand for extended
reach to areas that are higher
off the floor. It is perfect for
reaching corners and ceiling fan
blades. Part # 1084 HG

FILTRATION

The 3-step filtration system:
First, the three-layer, full-size filter bag (a) collects the vast
majority of the debris.
Then, any remaining particles are collected by the hospital-grade
microfilter (b).
Finally, the micro-exhaust filter (c) cleans the exhaust air that
the vacuum emits.

a.

The S-class filtration system, as described above, results in
99.9% effectiveness to 0.3 microns*, making the SEBO automatic X
vacuums the perfect choice for those with allergies and asthma.
A charcoal microfilter is available for odor removal.
*Measurement SLG/Chemnitz
SEBO uses only fiberglass-free filters.

Radiator Brush - For cleaning
narrow spaces. Attaches to the
crevice nozzle. Part # 1496 HG

b.
c.

Charcoal Filter - Combines
S-class filtration with activated
charcoal for odor control.
Part # 5425 AM

INCLUDED
ON-BOARD TOOLS

FOR EVERY TASK, THE PROPER MACHINE.

X4

X4 EXTRA

X5

The X4 EXTRA comes with
two additional attachments:
the turbo brush and a
9-foot extension hose.

ches
12 in

12 inches

All X-Series vacuums
include three on-board
tools: the upholstery
nozzle, dusting brush
and crevice nozzle.

15 i
nch
es

SEBO AUTOMATIC X TECHNICAL DATA*
Vacuum motor max:
Air flow (at motor):
Water lift (at motor):
Cord length:
Filter bag volume:
Sound level:
Body weight:
Working width:
Motor protection:
Colors available:
Brush speed:
Brush drive:

X4

X5

1300 Watts
103.8 CFM
92 in. H2O
40 feet
1.4 gallons
69 dB A
16.7 lbs.
12 in.
Electronic cut-out
White/gray or blue/yellow • X4 EXTRA: red/gray
3100 rpm
Toothed belt with electronic overload protection

1300 Watts
103.8 CFM
92 in. H2O
40 feet
1.4 gallons
69 dB A
16.9 lbs.
15 in.
Electronic cut-out
White/gray or blue/yellow
3100 rpm
Toothed belt with electronic overload protection

SEBO AUTOMATIC X

WARRANTY

SEBO AUTOMATIC X

MADE IN GERMANY

5 years motor,
3 years non-wear parts,
1 year labor
Lifetime Belts

© by Stein & Co. GmbH

* Technical details may be subject to change.

Your SEBO dealer:

Visit SEBO at www.sebo.us
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